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Abstract
3D X-Ray tomography recordings have been used to study graphite growth during solidification of
ductile cast iron. Using data from such recordings, it is shown how local growth conditions
influence growth rate and morphology of nodules during solidification. The experiments show that
it is common for nodules to gradually change shape during solidification so that sphericity
decreases. It is also shown that different shapes of nodules can evolve in direct contact with liquid
iron and also after when they are encapsulated in austenite.
It is observed that a significant proportion of originally complete spherical nodules become less
spherical via formation of protrusions on the surface, these new surfaces are observed to grow
relatively faster.
It is shown that encapsulation of the graphite nodule by austenite may be incomplete, and that at the
end of solidification, partial encapsulation and the effect of the number of nearest graphite nodules
play a crucial role in determining the final graphite morphology.
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Introduction
Ductile cast iron has been a commonly used construction material since its invention in the late
1940s, it has been increasingly used across various industries [1]. Ductile cast iron has properties
resembling steel but with the added advantage of remarkable castability, thus they are preferred
materials for cast components in many industries.
The mechanical properties and remarkable castability of cast irons is attributed to the formation of
graphite spheres (nodules) during the course of solidification. Processing of the melt to obtain the
right shape and size distribution of graphite particles is key to the manufacturing of high-quality
cast products. It is commonly known that variations in melt treatment conditions, casting design and
alloy composition, all influence the morphology, size and size distribution of graphite in cast irons
[1]. Therefore, solidification of cast iron has been a topic of interest in the past decades. It has led to
significant improvements in quality and predictability and also development of new alloys with
improved properties.
It is also well known that further, significant improvements are possible if the coupling between
melt treatment, solidification, formation of microstructures and the resulting mechanical properties

are better understood, and particularly if better and more reliable models describing this interaction
are available [2].
Several researchers have contributed to the understanding of factors influencing growth of graphite
work that in 2017 was comprehensively compiled by Stefanescu in ASM Handbook [1]. The use of
certain alloying elements to control the shape of graphite during solidification is extensively
reported, we now know what causes graphite to grow in the form of spheres or flakes or
intermediate forms [3-10]. However, in ductile cast irons, it is common to find a variation in
graphite shape, size and distribution, which results in significant variations in mechanical properties
[11]. This variation occurs in materials with nominally similar chemical composition and which,
according to standards such as ISO-945 or ASTM A247, would be classified as having an
acceptable microstructure. To understand the causes for such seemingly inexplicable variations in
products, that from their specifications should be alike, it is necessary to investigate what causes
minor variations in graphite shape and structure during solidification. The present paper shows how
synchrotron X-ray tomography recordings of solidification of ductile cast iron can be used to
analyse both individual particles and populations of graphite particles.

Experiments
To investigate precipitation of graphite during solidification of ductile cast iron an experiment was
conducted on the I12 beam line at the Diamond Light Source synchrotron facility in which a
cylindrical sample 2 mm in diameter and 8 mm long was melted and solidified. The DCI sample’s
composition was 3.6 wt% C, 1.9 wt% Si and 0.07 wt% Mg. To protect the sample from the
surrounding atmosphere and to contain it during the experiment it was encapsulated in a quartz
tube. Using an environmental cell described in detail by Azeem et al. [12], the sample was heated to
above the melting point and then cooled at a rate of 0.03 °C/s while 3D X-ray tomograms were
recorded. Details on imaging, construction of tomograms and filtering follow the methodology
developed in [12,13] and are described in detail in [14,15]. Binary images for quantification of
particle shape and volume were obtained by filtering and segmenting reconstructed 3D volumes
based on grey level variations representing differences in attenuation. It was not possible to separate
liquid melt from austenite due to the limited attenuation difference between the two phases.
Following the synchrotron experiments the sample was embedded in resin and serially sectioned.
Sectioning was performed by polishing longitudinal sections of the cylindrical sample using 3 μm
and 1 μm diamond suspensions in steps of roughly 20 μm. Each section was imaged in a light
optical microscope (LOM). The method was used to capture microstructure in the sample from the
surface to a distance of 1000 μm (corresponding to the centre of the sample) . In the central 150 μm
secondary electron images (SEIs) were obtained using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to map the chemical composition in selected
representative regions.

Results and discussion

Figure 1a-f shows 2D sections of a sub-volume near the centre of the sample captured at different
times and temperatures during solidification. The images show the formation of graphite particles
(dark phase) during cooling. Since the sample composition is hypoeutectic, the primary austenite
forms before the graphite. The austenite is not visible but it holds the graphite in place during
solidification [15]. The corresponding 3D volumes are shown in Figure 1g-i. Figure 1j shows a
SEM image of the serially sectioned sample in a region corresponding to that shown in figures 1a-f.
The SEM image provides more detailed information, such as, internal structure of the graphite
particles and reveals the nature of interface between the particle and the matrix. Thus the serial
sectioning and microscopic analysis provides more detailed information on nature of the artefacts
shown in the X-Ray tomography, and thus facilitates distinction between graphite, pores and
inclusions. Figures 1k and l shows the result of element mapping of Si and Mg respectively on the
section. In cast irons the Si content is high in first solidified austenite and it drops in the last to
solidify liquid. Thus, in the current context, the Si map reveals the solidification sequence of the
matrix surrounding the graphite. The Mg map highlights oxide particles so that they can be removed
from the analysis of graphite nucleation and growth measurements.
The two graphite particles shown in Figure 1a and g form at approximately the same time, but their
shapes and final sizes become significantly different during the course of solidification. The final
size of the particles appears to be determined by local variations in carbon concentrations,
determined by distance to nearest neighbours and growth of austenite in adjacent regions [15,16].
Graphite particles forming early in solidification are not impinged by their neighbouring particles,
and even though they are encapsulated in austenite they grow relatively fast. Particles forming later
have to compete with neighbouring graphite for carbon and their growth is confined to relatively
small volumes of liquid in late stages of solidification, which affects their growth rate as described
by [17]. It can be shown that, at a critical solid fraction, graphite growth changes from free to
impinged growth at which point growth rates are reduced significantly[18].
Figure 2a shows a 3D rendering of graphite particles, numbered P1 to P5, in a sub-volume different
from that shown in Figure1. Figure 2b shows a room temperature SEM image of the same particles
revealing the internal graphite grains and metallic inclusions. In order to establish relationship
between the particles’ shape, volume and growth rate, the graphite particles can be characterised by
their sphericity, Ψ
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, where V is the object volume and A its surface area. Ψ = 1 means

that the object is perfectly spherical and less spherical objects have Ψ < 1. Figure 2c and d shows
sphericity as function of time and growth rate, respectively for the graphite particles shown in
Figure 2a and b. The dotted line in Figure 2c indicates the end of solidification at approximately
480s.
Most particles are near spherical when they form, but the figure shows examples of how their shape
can develop as they grow. Particles 1, 2 and 3 largely maintain sphericity; the variation in sphericity
is a result of uncertainties in filtering, segmentation and rendering of volumes based on the acquired
X-Ray recordings.
Their final size varies so that P1 and P3 grow to become relatively large while P4, which forms
later, remains small (Figure 2d). Particles 2 and 5 grow to the largest size while their sphericity is

gradually reduced as they become more elongated. Figure 2 describes only few particles, but an
analysis of a larger population of graphite particles in this sample shows that it is a general trend
that the sphericity of individual particles decreases over time. However, because new near-spherical
particles form continuously during solidification the average sphericity for the whole population
remains nearly constant over time [15].
A particle that appears first time as a faint shadow in Figure 1b (marked with a red circle) is seen in
the subsequent frame as a spherical particle. Later, in Figures 1d-f, and i it is seen to grow a
protrusion. Figure 3 shows another example of such a type of particle that to begin with is spherical
but develops a protrusion which subsequently accelerates the overall growth. Figure 3a is a LOM
image of the serially sectioned sample that shows the initial spherical graphite particle (top right) in
which conical sectors indicate graphite grains growing from the centre of the particle. The
protrusion growing from the graphite sphere are graphite crystals that appear to grow approximately
perpendicular to the length of the protrusion, and at the end it forms what appears to be a section of
a graphite sphere.
As illustrated in Figure 4a, spherical graphite particles consist of graphite grains radiating from the
centre. Growth of the particle occurs in the direction of the crystal’s C-axis where a new layer
nucleates and grows on top of the next [24-26]. Protrusions, as shown in Figure 4b. The orientation
of the crystals is schematically drawn in Figure 4c. This type of graphite shape were described for
the first time by Hamasumi [19] who found that the side branches to the trunk also grow by addition
of graphene layers to the C-direction of the graphite crystals.
Later Stefanescu et al. [20] describes similar structures and suggests that it is a transitional stage
between spheroidal graphite and flake graphite. It is well established in the literature that
contamination of elements like O, S and others influence graphite growth and that also local
segregation of said elements will lead to local variations in growth morphology. Normally the
presence of these elements leads to a change in growth from the C-direction to growth in the
graphite crystals A-direction. However, in the protrusions shown here, growth continues to be in the
C-direction indicating the structure is not formed due to the presence of surface active trace
elements. The above findings illustrate how non-spherical structures can form even in melts with
low content of impurity elements. It has been discussed that such a change in growth behaviour
occurs when a graphite sphere is in partial contact with the melt. [21-23] This can happen when
graphite is trapped between branches of a dendrite or through liquidation cracking due to dynamic
conditions during solidification [liquation cracking ref].
Based on the discussion above, we can consider some conditions under which certain factors can
influence graphite growth in solidification of hypoeutectic cast iron with low O and S content:

Growth in contact with the melt
The first nodules form when the amount of primary austenite is small. They nucleate and grow in
direct contact with the melt for a relatively short period of time. [27,28] In the present experiments
it is difficult to see the very first part of nodule growth from nucleation to a size of 10-20 µm and it

is expected that by the time graphite particles appear in the tomograms they are already
encapsulated in austenite. However, graphite that grows freely in the melt appears to grow at a high
rate as they have easy access to carbon from the melt. Diffusion of carbon in liquid cast iron is
rapid, and in contact with the melt the flux of carbon to the nodule is high [1]. If the melt is “well
treated” meaning that Mg, Ce or other potent oxide and sulphide forming elements has been added
to it, graphite will grow in the form of spheres as shown in Figure 4a[29]. The mechanism behind
spheroidal growth has been discussed in the literature repeatedly, but recent investigations are able
to show in detail how Mg, S and O affect the growth conditions of the graphite crystals to promote
spherical growth. [9] As the fraction solid increases, new graphite particles nucleate continuously in
the remaining melt. It has been described how elements like O, S, Ti, etc. may segregate to the
liquid pools to an extent where they are able to modify the growth mechanisms of graphite so that it
no longer grows in spherical mode so that non-spherical particles may form directly in the melt.
[29-31] However, the type of growth we see here is not of a type that should be expected under such
conditions.

Encapsulated growth
Once encapsulated in austenite, the growth rate of graphite is controlled by diffusion of carbon
through the austenite. The classical literature consider the case where the graphite sphere is
encapsulated by a uniform shell of austenite, however, more recent research shows that primary
dendrites significantly influence graphite growth so that the proximity of a dendrite to a nodule,
whether it is encapsulated or un-encapsulated, will change the carbon concentration field so that it is
no longer symmetrical.[20,27] In the present investigation it is found that graphite continues to
grow while it is encapsulated and that the growth rate is restricted by the presence of neighbouring
particles. Recent work [9] has shown that Mg can influence the growth mode of graphite when it
grows in austenite to become less spherical. This may contribute to the formation of non-spherical
shapes that are seen in the X-Ray recordings presented here. Protrusions formed in contact with
austenite should grow at a moderate rate compared to graphite growing in direct contact with the
liquid.

Possible transition from encapsulated to growth in contact with the melt
The 3D-tomography recordings show that non-spherical particles grow faster than regular spheres.
Growth occurs primarily by extension of protrusions from a near-spherical particle. As described by
Azeem el al. [14] variation in carbon and silicon concentration between dendrites in combination
with stresses due to contraction and shrinkage during cooling, can break the austenite shell around a
nodule so that it has direct contact with the liquid that has a high carbon content. During
solidification, carbon is rejected to the liquid between dendrite arms so that the austenite solidus
temperature is lowered. If, at the same time, local stresses occur it may be the cause of liquidation
cracking as described in. [14] It means that austenite around a nodule can fracture so that the nodule
gains access to the carbon enriched liquid. In contact with the liquid, the graphite can grow under
conditions similar to a regular eutectic and at a higher rate than in the encapsulated state. In the

protrusions shown in this investigation graphite continues to grow in the crystal’s C-direction as it
should be the case when the concentration of O and S in the liquid is low. It is therefore quite
possible that the variation in sphericity that we see in quality ductile cast irons is inherent to the
dynamics of solidification.

Conclusion
3D X-Ray tomography recordings of solidification of ductile cast iron can be a powerful tool to
investigate precipitation and growth of graphite particles during solidification. When tomographic
recordings are combined with serial sectioning and analysis in LOM and SEM detailed information
about the particles’ crystallography and growth can be obtained.
The transition of spherical graphite to non-spherical forms has been studied, and it is shown how
graphite spheres can change shape due to local gradients in carbon concentration during
solidification.
It is possible that the austenite encapsulating the graphite particles may break during solidification
so that it gains access to liquid with high carbon content which allows a protrusion to form and
grow at relatively high rate into the liquid.
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Figures

Figure 1: a-f: Time series showing 2D sections from tomograms at 6 time instances. Time and
average temperature during recording are given in each frame. g-l: 3D renderings of selected
graphite particles at three time instances corresponding to a-d. j: Room temperature microstructure
obtained by LOM. k & l: EDS maps of silicon and magnesium respectively.

Figure 2: a: 3D rendering of the graphite particles P1-P5 after solidification. b: Room temperature
SEI where particles P1 to P5 are pointed out. c & d: Sphericity of P1-P5 as a function of time and
particle volume. The approximate end of graphite precipitation is indicated by a vertical line in a.

Figure 3: a: LOM image of graphite sphere with protrusion. b-d: 3D rendering of the particle in
three stages of growth. e-g: 2D sections from the recorded X-Ray tomograms taken equivalent to
the image in Figure 3a.

Figure 4: a: LOM image of spherical graphite particle with grains radiating from the centre and
metallic inclusions between them. b: LOM image of protrusion from a graphite particle showing a
dendrite-like structure. c: Schematic of a graphite dendrite with a stem from which grains grow
along the “C” direction.

